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The

Magnificent
Mule
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ou’ve heard it at least a thousand times: “That so-and-so is as
stubborn as a mule.” And you, being the incredibly considerate
person that you are, simply nod politely, close-lipped, and go
about your day, never even stopping to give it a second thought.
Maybe you heard it in reference to a colleague who refused to
compromise, or siblings unwilling to tackle their share of the household chores. Heck, you’ve probably even said it yourself a time or
two, not meaning anything by it, of course, and certainly never
thinking that it might be offensive to mules.
And then, perhaps you accidentally caught a glimpse of Francis
the Talking Mule opposite Donald O’Connor in that series of rather
forgettable films from the 1950s. Then there was that line of mules
ambling absentmindedly down narrow trails at the Grand Canyon,
and the ones pulling a cart at Winterhaven during the holidays. Inevitably, you take those images, bundle them all together and file
them away in your brain behind an imaginary notecard, across the
top of which is the word STUBBORN written in bold.
Whatever your personal level of
experience with the actual animals,
chances are that this single clichéd
phrase has cemented a sort of stockimage of the mule in your mind:
They’re those obstinate equine loadbearers who (let’s face it) are just
dopey-looking enough to round out
the category of “silliest animal you can
ride,” right?
Wrong. At least, that is, according
to writer, rancher and mule aficionado
John Hauer. Hauer and his wife, Sena,
run what he calls a “dude string”—basically a tourist trail-riding outfit—near
Moab, Utah, that entertains about
3,000 part-time cowpokes a year.
The place is so picturesque that it’s
been featured in several movies, like
John Wayne classics The Comancheros
and Rio Grande, and Billy Crystal’s City
Slickers II: The Legend of Curly’s Gold.
(Hauer says the curly haired Brooklyn
native “definitely isn’t much of a horseman.” Go figure.)

Riders at Hauer Ranch are given
a choice for their ride: mule or horse.
And the majority of riders, as you
might guess, go with the horses. Hauer,
though, attributes this decision to the
riders’ lack of, er…horse sense. Hauer
himself is a mule man, and if you’d read
his book titled The Natural Superiority of Mules—out last summer in its
second edition with Skyhorse Publishing—you’d have a pretty good idea
why.
“There’s an old-timer saying,” he
recounts, “that a mule can do anything
a horse can do, it can do some things
better, and it’ll love you like a dog.” His
book points out that, thanks to a phenomenon known as “hybrid vigor,” the

mule actually inherits the best traits
from both of its parents: From the
donkey father (called a jack) comes the
mule’s toughness, intelligence, surefootedness and gentle personality; and
from its horse mother (a mare) it derives its speed and agility. As a result,
“a mule is more versatile than a horse,”
says Hauer.
Put another way in his book, “...
if you want to be in every event at the
(horse) show, either take a mule or a
trailer full of horses.” He says a mule’s
mild temperament means that it is able
to transition between high-intensity
riding events, like speed races, almost
right into something like a westernpleasure class competition, whereas
a horse would either be unable to
make the transition at all or would at
least require more cool-down time in
between. Mules “don’t get hyped up
and stay that way as some horses do,”
Hauer explains.
And what about that age-old adage—the one about mules being stubborn? Hauer says that this little misunderstanding is directly attributable to
mules’ exceptional intelligence. Is your
mule refusing to budge after you pack
its load? Remove a few pounds and,
once you’ve removed enough, you’ll
see a much more cooperative animal.
Mule hesitating to ford a stream?
Hauer says she might just know of
a safer place to cross. Also, where a
horse can be literally ridden to death, a
mule knows its breaking point and will
always rest when it needs to. Also, he

“...a mule can do
anything a horse can
do, it can do some
things better, and it’ll
love you like a dog.”
left: This friendly mule got up close and
personal, showing off his long muzzle and ears.
right: Not only are mules stronger than horses
pound-for-pound, they also require less
recuperation time between rides.
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says, if caught in a fence, a horse will
often struggle to the point of serious
self-injury, whereas a mule in the same
situation will generally wait patiently
for somebody to free it.
Mules also are apparently less
prone to contracting a number of diseases and other health problems that
commonly plague horses, such as colic
and leg injuries—no wonder they regularly outlive and outwork horses by
almost a full decade.
At this point, all of this mule knowledge may have you questioning other
collective “wisdom” about animal
behaviors. Do elephants, for instance,
occasionally forget? But the information about mules hasn’t exactly been
kept a secret. Hauer’s book claims
that the Navajo people were said to
expect two horses in trade for a single
mule. George Washington—the George
Washington—was, in fact, the nation’s
first large-scale breeder of mules. Alexander the Great is reported to have
ridden a mule into battle, and Charles
Darwin called the mule “a most surprising animal” during his second voyage aboard the HMS Beagle.
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Mules have also proven themselves
instrumental in many wars. To give
you some idea: More than half-a-million mules were honored with real-life
veteran status for their service in either World War I or World War II.
Perhaps the only downfall to the
mule as compared to its biological
parentage is that, as the book puts it,
“What you see is what you get.” That
is to say, since the donkey has 62 chromosomes and the horse has 64, the
mule is left with an irreconcilable 63
chromosomes. Since nature requires
an even number of chromosomes for
reproduction, all mule bloodlines inevitably end at a single generation. This
doesn’t mean that they don’t make
good mothers, though. Hauer says that
he’s seen female mules adopt foals for
their own, occasionally even managing
to “produce nourishing milk” for their
adopted little ones.
top: Mules are highly social animals.
left: It seems like a mule’s intelligence can be
communicated with a single glance into its eyes.
below: Ruby the mule takes her friend Larry for a walk
at a local stable.

Even those characteristic, long,
endearingly goofy ears serve a purpose. Aside from helping the animal to
hear better, they radiate heat, which is
partly why mules are able to withstand
climates that are too hot for horses to
bear.
A mule’s gait is also smoother than
a horse’s, says Hauer, but whenever
he does find himself riding a horse—
which he still does on occasion—it’s
those ears that he misses most. “Once
you get used to riding a mule and you
get back on a horse,” he says, “there’s
just something missing out there in
front of you,” and it certainly ain’t the
sunset.
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John Hauer once dedicated his column in Mules &
More Magazine to the long, beautiful eyelashes that
are so common among mules.
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